[Epidemiology of 118 cases of multiple sclerosis after 15 years of follow-up on the reference center of Hospital da Restauração, Recife, Pernambuco, Brazil].
The prevalence of multiple sclerosis (MS) has a considerable variability all over the world. According to Kurtzke, South America is considered to have low prevalence (minor than 5 cases: 100000 habitants). To describe the MS epidemiology on a reference center, compared to eight Brazilian series. according to a descriptive, prospective, longitudinal, prevalence study, we analyzed data of 118 patients, who attended at the Reference Center for Attention to Patients with Demielinizating Diseases of Hospital da Restauração (CRAPPDD-HR)-Recife-Pernambuco, Brazil, from January 1987 to March 2002, to have MS diagnosed according to Poser criteria. The patients were followed up by 1 to 15 years. Ninety five (80.5%) patients were in treatment with immune-modulators. The prevalence was 1,36:100000 habitants. We have identified: predominance of mulattoes (110,93.2%), 82 (82.2%) cases clinically defined, 15 (12.7%) cases laboratorial defined and 6 (5.1%) cases clinically probable; a number of maximum bouts equal to 46; more frequent mild EDSS for patients with 1 to 10 years of MS of remittent-recurrent (RR) form. Gender rate of 83 cases of RR form was equivalent to the general one, however on RR with secondary progressive form form, the rate was 2.5 times greater for females than for males, and on primary progressive form, 5.5 times greater for males. Although some results of this research had been similar to that of eight studies used as standards for comparison, the differences will require new approaches.